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The problem

Different tasters … different opinions … different ratings! How to access vintages’ quality?

Combine ratings into a consensual ranking of vintages:
• Convert each vintage chart into a ranking,
• Deal with missing values,
• Formulate the task as a Rank Aggregation problem

(NP‐hard) and make use of a heuristic to obtain a good
solution.

The approach The results

Conclusions

Weather variability is a major factor on wines’ quality
variability but other factors are involved. Several weather
variables and indexes were found to be significantly related to
Port wines’ vintage‐to‐vintage variability and a Vintage
Potential Quality Index was calculated.

Weather variables and indexes related to wine quality:
• Heat accumulation in 2400‐2800 degrees day range,
• Mean temperature during ripening in 23‐25ºC range,
• Precipitation above average at the end of year previous to

the vintage,
• No precipitation before and during harvest period,
• Moderate water stress in post veraison period,
• Few days with extreme high temperatures (>30ºC) before

flowering.

A Vintage Potential Quality Index
(VPI) was calculated by means of a
Weighted Linear Combination of
variables whose rank orders are
highly correlated to consensus
rank order. Weights were obtained
by an optimization process.

Is wine quality explainable by weather?
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The basics

Collect data series, clean outliers, estimate missing values,
homogenize data. Validate cleaned data. Calculate
agrometeorological indexes.

Select indexes and variables whose rank orders are best
correlated to consensus ranking of vintages’ quality.

Wine quality varies from one
year to another depending on a
number of controllable and
uncontrollable factors.
Understanding the controllable
factors and improving the
knowledge of techniques of wine
production process will allow
winemakers to consistently
increase the overall wine quality.


